Skip to contentComplex stories,
simply told.
Welcome to brand storytelling for the digital age.
We craft mobile-first experiences on behalf of our brand partners for our audience of next-generation business leaders.
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Original Story for Invesco

Reporting live from the futureWe take a tour through the emerging technologies that will reshape our lives at home and on the job. Complemented by custom diagrams, data viz, and interactive games, this robust written-through breaks down the 10 innovations set to define the next 10 years. 
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Research Primer for Deloitte

What companies can learn from the TikTok generationWe get inside the minds of millennials and Gen Z, two cohorts shaping the future of work. Through scroll-triggered animations and compelling data points, this piece proves that your team’s youngest workers may improve your whole company
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Original Story for Lexus

Where the rigor meets the roadWe evoke three emotions—exhilaration, joy, tranquility—through mesmerizing, user-controlled panels to simulate the physiological response of driving a meticulously engineered Lexus.





	Executive Challenge for EY
How to reverse-engineer your org’s trajectory
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How to reverse-engineer your org’s trajectoryWe transform the global consultancy’s annual Megatrends report into an engaging diagnostic to help business leaders plan backward for a decade’s worth of disruptive forces.


Launch project


	Case Study for Amazon Web Services
Making a business case for cloud computing
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Making a business case for cloud computingWe turn the spotlight on Quartz with this in-depth explainer on how the AWS cloud has supported our business’ most critical junctures with helpful infographics and first-hand anecdotes from staffers.


Launch project


	Original Story for PepsiCo
The future of global farming
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The future of global farmingWe unearth human stories and inventive sustainability practices for PepsiCo by transporting readers to the center of the issue with custom imagery and infographics.


Launch project


	Data Visualization for Refinitiv
Mapping China’s coal policy
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Mapping China’s coal policyWe democratize Refinitiv’s own API so readers can grasp an urgent message about eco-minded business policies and their financial implications.


Launch project


	Field Guide for Evernorth
Why healthy employees lead to a healthy business
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Why healthy employees lead to a healthy businessWe show leaders how to provide better outcomes in employee healthcare, both financially and physically. This three-part package includes a management manual on building a benefits package, an op-ed on using data in healthcare decision-making, and a numbers-driven business case for investing in employee wellness. 


Launch project


	Tap Course for Microsoft
How AI learns human language
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How AI learns human languageWe demystify machine learning in a virtual classroom experience that leads readers, tap by tap, to a deeper understanding of its inner-workings and capabilities. 


Launch project


	Research Primer for Citrix
A white paper on the future of work
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A white paper on the future of workWe explore the exciting possibilities of workplace experience (WX) in this in-depth research report, part of our year-long collaboration with the global software firm. Featuring original survey results, SME insights, and think tank recaps, this five-part immersive is an executive’s complete roadmap to prepare their talent and technology for 2035.


Launch project


	Interactive Obsession for DuPont
The 101 on our planet’s miracle molecule
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The 101 on our planet’s miracle moleculeWe take a deep dive into DuPont advancements in water safety and accessibility through an engaging mix of story modules: timeline, diagram, case study, even a pop quiz.


Launch project


	Work Guide for Brightline
Finding your sea legs in a company transformation
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Finding your sea legs in a company transformationWe navigate corporate change with a dynamic, employee-first approach brought to life with custom illustrations and clear management action items. 


Launch project


	Contributor Article for WE
An op-ed on using company purpose to overcome uncertainty

[image: This graphic features screenshots of the desktop and mobile displays of this article, whose feature image is people painting a mural in blue, red, orange and yellow. The mobile screenshot includes the headline of the article.]

An op-ed on using company purpose to overcome uncertaintyWe provide a platform for the global think tank’s founder and CEO to advocate for mission-driven leadership, a philosophy that creates a competitive edge with customers and a guiding light for employees.


Launch project
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